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Labour productivity remains the most widely used measure of economic efficiency 
yet it has serious theoretical and practical difficulties particularly in the case of 
construction. This paper will address these problems and suggest approaches to 
overcome them. The model is illustrated by a case study of the UK construction sector 
over the period 1948 to 1995. The paper commences with a brief discussion of 
construction productivity. From this the theoretical problems are identified and 
analyzed. This is set in the context of the UK construction sector and the practical 
difficulties detailed. The first set of difficulties are concerned with the operation of 
subcontracting and specifically labour-only subcontracting. The incidence of self-
employment in construction creates major problems for data collection. Labour 
productivity requires an estimate of the numbers employed in construction; 
identification of those notionally 'self-employed' gives some problems. The second set 
of practical difficulties relates to the issue of off-site prefabrication. This involves 
activities being shifted from the site to the factory. Given the way that official 
statistics are collected, these activities shift from construction to manufacturing. As 
more tasks are carried out off-site, construction productivity risks being trivialized out 
of existence. Solutions are proposed for these problems. The approach rests on 
considering the construction 'product' rather than the 'process'. Thus all labour 
involved with construction including off-site prefabrication and materials 
manufacture will be estimated. The Leontief 'input-output' approach is used to 
synthesize the direct inputs and outputs to and from construction to give total inputs 
and outputs. The model is applied to the UK construction sector over the post war 
period. The main results are analyzed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Productivity growth is a key indicator of economic improvement. By far the most 
easily understood and widely used measure is that of labour productivity.  

Labour productivity is defined in terms of the output per head thus:  

Lv /=ψ  (Equation No 1) 

where: ψ  = average labour productivity 

 v = value added 

 L = labour employed 

This can be applied to an individual firm or an industry. For an industry, value added 
is defined as the value of outputs from the industry, less the value of inputs from other 
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sectors. Labour employed includes all those working within the industrial sector in 
question, employees in employment and the self-employed. Those who are 
unemployed are not included.  

In the case of an individual contractor, the value added would be taken as the gross 
output less the cost of material accounts, subcontractors' accounts and plant hire costs, 
etc. Labour employed includes working proprietors and those employed directly by 
the company but will exclude those employed by subcontractors.  

Since this paper is aimed at a time-series analysis, it necessary to present the value 
added figures in constant price terms.  

PROBLEMS WITH LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY 
Lowe (1987) identified a number of theoretical and practical difficulties associated 
with labour productivity. A general objection to labour productivity is that it can be 
described as little more than a measure of the labour intensity of the process or 
industry concerned. Thus labour productivity has difficulty coping with factor 
substitution, such as increased investment in plant and equipment. Despite this, it can 
be shown that an improvement in labour productivity over time is likely to be 
indicative of increased productive efficiency (Lowe, 1987) and hence increased 
economic efficiency.  

The more serious theoretical difficulties with labour productivity are specific to 
construction. These relate to the extensive use of subcontracting, in particular labour- 
only subcontracting and also off-site prefabrication in the construction sector. Labour 
employed by subcontractors or notionally self-employed as well as labour employed 
in off-site prefabrication facilities could distort labour productivity ratios.  

There are also practical difficulties involved with the assessment of the numbers of the 
self-employed in a sector notable for tax evasion and in the computation of indices for 
constant price series of value added.  

This paper will offer some solutions to these difficulties and illustrate this with a case 
study for the UK construction sector from 1948 to 1995. 

SUBCONTRACTING 
Certain of the problems can be dealt with if the limitations of labour productivity are 
recognised. Average labour productivity is not suitable for comparing one firm with 
another. Certain contractors subcontract many tasks while others subcontract 
everything. The more tasks that are subcontracted the less reliable the labour 
productivity ratios for the firm in question will be. In the case of contractors who 
sublet all tasks, the labour productivity ratio will approach infinity. Thus, the measure 
is only suited to analysis of the construction sector as a whole or an analysis of a 
major sub-sector such as civil engineering, general contracting, etc. The distortions 
brought about by the incidence of subcontracting will be eliminated with the 
aggregation of figures.  

Labour productivity is not suitable for international comparisons between, for 
example, the UK construction sector and the US construction sector. This is liable to 
be unreliable because of fluctuations in currency exchange rates. This will affect the 
outcome. For this type of comparison, a pure financial ratio such as capital 
productivity -the percentage return on capital invested. Thus labour productivity will 
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be best confined to time series analysis of an industrial Sector and only if a 
satisfactory constant price series can be identified.  

OFF SITE PREFABRICATION  
Of more concern is the impact of such factors as off-site prefabrication and the use of 
hired plant and ready mixed concrete. In the case of subcontracting, the value of the 
work carried out and the numbers of employees will be classified within construction. 
However in the case of prefabrication, the work carried out will be classified under 
manufacturing rather than construction. Similarly in the case of plant hire, this will 
only be classified as construction if operatives are included within the hire rate. The 
distortion caused by these factors will not be corrected by the aggregation of 
individual data to produce industry wide figures.  

This can be addressed by considering the construction project rather than the 
construction industry. Traditional labour productivity is confined to the on-site 
activities carried out by the contractor. The approach outlined here is intended to 
identify all the labour used in the construction process including that employed 
directly and indirectly. This will include materials supply as also transport, 
professional services etc. The output employed would be gross output rather than 
value added.  

Direct inputs can be synthesized into total inputs by use of the Leontief (1965: 134-
155) inverse matrix. The computations are outlined below. 

COMPUTATIONAL FORMULAE  
The computational framework for the input-output approach is presented below. This 
starts from the industry-by-industry flow matrix:  

Table No 1: Industry-by-industry flow matrix 

The gross output for industry i can be represented as the sum of intermediate outputs 
(xij) and final demand (yi): 

zi = 1=
∑
j

ijx
N

  + yi (Equation No 2) 
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where:  zi = gross output from industry i 
  xij = intermediate outputs industry i to j 

  yi = final demand for industry i 

The gross input for industry j can be represented as the sum intermediate inputs (xij) 
and value added (vi): 

zi = 1=
∑
i

ijx
N

  + vi (Equation No 3) 
 

where:  zj = gross inputs to industry j 

  xij = intermediate inputs from industry j to i 

  vj = value added for industry j 

For all industries, the gross outputs (zi) will be the same as the gross inputs (zi). 
Similarly the sum of final demand will be equal the sum of value added. This 
corresponds to gross national product. 

1=
∑
j

iy
N

 = 
1=

∑
i

iy
N      (Equation No 4) 

This paper employs the supply-side input-output approach, This differs from the 
original Leontief (demand-side) model in that intermediate outputs are normalized by 
row using the total output (row sum) as opposed to normalization of intermediate 
inputs by column for the original model The first step is to compute the direct 
allocation coefficients thus:  

ijb  = izijx /     (Equation No 5) 

where:  ijb   = direct allocation coefficients from i to j. 

These coefficients can be amalgamated to form a matrix: 

B = Z1 X     (Equation No 6) 

where  Z-1 = inverse of diagonal matrix1 of zi (N x N) 

  B = allocation matrix   (N x N) 

  X = intermediate flow matrix  (N x N) 

It follows that: 

zi
T B + v = zj   (Equation No 7) 

where  zi
T = transpose of gross output column vector 

  zj = gross input row vector 

  v = value added row vector 

Since zi
-T = zj it follows that: 

zj - zj B = v   (Equation No 8) 

zj [I – B]  = v   (Equation No 9) 
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v [I – B]-1  = zj   (Equation No 10) 

 

where  I = identity matrix2 

  [I – B] = inverse Leontief (supply-side) matrix 
1 A diagonal matrix bas the elements of a vector along its leading diagonal and zeros 
in other cells. In this case multiplication by the inverse diagonal matrix is equivalent 
to division of each element by Its row total.  
2 The identity matrix bas values of 1 on the leading diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Pre-
or post-multiplication of any matrix by the identity matrix bas no effect. 

The vector of direct profits can be synthesized in total profits as follows:  

π=−− 1][ BIp    (Equation No 11) 

where  p = row vector of direct industrial profits 

  π  = row vector of total industrial profits 

The vector of direct profits can be synthesized in total profits as follows:  

q[I – B]-1 = θ    (Equation No 12) 

where  q = row vector of direct employment 

  θ = row vector of total industrial employment 

DATA SOURCES FOR CASE STUDY OF THE UK 
CONSTRUCTION SECTOR 1948 TO 1995  
The remaining problems outlined are concerned with the practical difficulties involved 
with obtaining data. These will be illustrated in the context of this case study.  

Data on value added is published annually in the UK National Accounts in current 
prices subdivided by industry; the constant price series are only published in the form 
of index numbers. Since 1948 the following have been used as base dates to present 
constant price data: 1954, 1958, 1963, 1970, 1975, 1980, 1985 and 1990. The 1990 
constant price series covers the years 1982-95, the 1985 series covers 1977-91, 1980 
series 1961-86, 1975 series 1956-81, 1970 series 1951-76, 1963 series 1948-71. In 
addition the 1958 series covers 1948-64, and the 1954 series 1948-59.  

The constant price series is obtained by 'chaining' together the various constant price 
series. The 1963 series is used for the years 1948-50. This is first adjusted to 1970 
prices using 1954 as the link date. The 1963 series is multiplied by v 1954 in 1970 
prices and divided by v 1954 in 1963 prices. This extended 1970 series from 1948-55 
is now adjusted to 1975 prices using 1958 as the link year as before. The new 1975 
price series covering 1948-60 is adjusted to 1980 prices using 1963 as the chain date. 
This produces a series in 1980 prices is available for 1948-76, this is updated to 1985 
prices using 1980 as the link date. Finally the 1985 series from 1948-81 is adjusted to 
1990 prices using 1985 as the link date.  

Data on labour employed can be taken from the UK National Accounts, which gives 
figures for employees in employment broken down into industrial groups. 
Unfortunately the data for the self-employed is not subdivided into industries. It is not 
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adequate to spread the self-employed on a pro-rata basis across the industrial groups 
since the self-employed tend to concentrate in certain industrial groups notably 
agriculture and construction. By contrast the energy and water supply grouping has 
virtually no self-employment for much of period studied.  

The labour force survey published in Employment Gazette provides an estimated 
breakdown of the self-employed by industry. This is generally published for alternate 
years when a survey has been carried out. Intermediate years and those not covered by 
the survey are obtained by interpolation. 

 
Table No 2: Data sources 

The input-output data used for synthesizing the value added figures to gross output 
and direct labour inputs to total labour are included in Table No 2 above. Full details 
of the process are given in Leontief (1965) and in the context of the construction 
sector in Lowe (1994). The tables used are aggregated to 6 broad industrial categories:  

1) Agriculture, forestry and fishing; 2) Energy and water supply, 3) Manufacturing 4) 
Construction, 5)Transportation and distribution, 6) Services.  

COMPUTATIONS 
The derivation of the constant price series for construction value added is included in 
Table No 3. The figures are in millions of pounds.  

The computations of the series for conventional labour productivity and for input- 
output 'total' labour productivity are given in Table No 4. The figures for employment 
are in thousands. The cash figures are in millions of pounds. The productivity ratios 
are in thousands of pounds worth of output per operative.  
3 This input-output table is included in the paper for purposes of comparison. Tibor 
Barna compiled it after the Second World War using data from the 1935 census.  
4 Semi-official input-output tables for 1948 of [47 x 51] were compiled at the 
University of Cambridge and published by Stewart (1958). They were not compatible 
in format with the other tables used in the analysis and the Summary tables were used 
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in preference. They were used to help to adjust the 1948 and 1950 Summary tables 
into line with the 1980 Standard Industrial Classification.  
5Updates from the 1968 tables were prepared and published for 1970, 1971 & 1972 in 
the Business Monitor PA 1004 series, Business Statistics Office.  
6 Input-output balances have been published in Economic Trends since 1989 as part of 
the reconciliation process for the national accounts. Full symmetrical input-output 
tables are produced every four to five years. 
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Table No 3: Value added for construction (£M) 
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Table No 4: Construction productivity 
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RESULTS 
The results of the computation of the direct and total labour productivity are presented 
in Figure No 1. It demonstrates that there is a fair correspondence between the two 
series. Direct productivity appears to be ahead of total productivity until the early 
1980s and to lag beyond that point. Growth is steady rather than spectacular with falls 
corresponding to major and minor recessions affecting construction in the UK.  

The case study demonstrates that the model outlined can be implemented.  
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